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This research was conducted in the village of Pasie Nan Tigo, the village is located on the coast in the city of Padang. The village community generally works as fisherman, either by using their own fishing gear, or by working to the owner of capital. Fishermen who do not have the capital will have a working relationship with the ship owner with a profit-sharing system, one of which is a crew member of the ship. With uncertain circumstances among fishermen causing some of them to prefer to be crew members of the ship, with the long working relationship between the two, the crew can make the ship owner as a place of social security when they are in trouble. In this study wanted to see the factors of the occurrence of employment relationship and how the working relationship is running.

This research uses qualitative method with observation data collection and in-depth interview. While the selection of informants is done by purposive means of informant selection deliberately where the informant is selected based on the intent and purpose of the study. The informants were divided into two types: key informants and ordinary informants. Key informants are ship owner chart, boat captain and crew while for informant ordinary researcher choose masyarat reside in village of Pasie Nan Tigo and fish seller.

The result of the research shows that the relationship pattern that is formed is vertical between the vessel pemilk chart as the owner of the capital and the crew of the ship as the worker, the occurrence of working relationship between the two disebabkan by a particular destination that is, the ship owner hopes the crew work maximally so get maximum results. While the crew hopes to get wages to support his family. Although the crew is in fact always harmed because of the inequality of profit sharing, they continue to establish a working relationship with the owner of the apal. With the relationship, the crew can take advantage of the social insurance, where the crew can ask for help to the ship owner while in trouble, vice versa while not getting the results of the crew did not get wages for their assistance to catch fish.
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